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Abstract
We present BusTr, a machine-learned model for trans-
lating road trac forecasts into predictions of bus de-
lays, used by Google Maps to serve the majority of the
world’s public transit systems where no ocial real-time
bus tracking is provided. We demonstrate that our neu-
ral sequence model improves over DeepTTE, the state-of-
the-art baseline, both in performance (−30% MAPE) and
training stability. We also demonstrate signicant gener-
alization gains over simpler models, evaluated on longi-
tudinal data to cope with a constantly evolving world.
1 Introduction
We present BusTr, a real-time delay forecasting system
for public buses, which is used by Google Maps to expand
the availability of real-time data for transit users around
the world [9].
Public transit systems are vital to human mobility in
our rapidly urbanizing world. World-wide, transit is the
most common mode for trips aer walking [1]. Pub-
lic transit investments and availability continue to grow,
driven especially by the many societal benets of public
transit over private transportation, from reduced conges-
tion [2], to environmental impacts [17, 24, 36], to social
impacts [7, 26].
A modern global-scale mapping and navigation ser-
vice thus needs to serve the needs of transit users. What
are these needs? Broadly, a transit user wants to know
(1) what the transit system is supposed to do: the system’s
routes, stops, and schedules, and (2) what the transit sys-
tem is doing right now: the current locations and delays
of the transit trips, which oen deviate signicantly from
published schedules [40]. Of these two modalities, the
real-time state is disproportionately important for the
routine trips that dominate most people’s transportation
needs. Most transit users know by heart the routes con-
necting their home, work, and other frequent destina-
tions, but they have a well-established need for infor-
mation about real-time changes. Transit variability is a
source of rider anxiety and a barrier to increasing rider-
ship [4, 5, 10, 34, 39, 42], and users place signicant value
on commute time reliability [21].
Google Maps and other public transit apps are typi-
cally built on transit data distributed via the GTFS pro-
tocol [13] for static data, and its GTFS-Realtime exten-
sion [12] for real-time tracking of public transit vehicle
locations and delays. Ideally, every public transit agency
would instrument its vehicles with networked real-time
tracking hardware and provide a fresh, precise, and open
feed of the location data. Anecdotally, many agencies are
interested in such a system, but, as of 2020, the vast ma-
jority of the world’s GTFS feeds with static transit data
do not yet come with a matching real-time feed, due to
a variety of operational constraints on the transit agen-
cies’ capabilities. Furthermore, even if an agency is able
to reliably maintain tracking devices on its entire vehicle
eet, generating a useful real-time transit data feed re-
quires live labeling of vehicles with transit metadata (via
algorithmic approaches [25], integration with dispatch-
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ing solutions, or labor-intensive operator input). Any
given agency can certainly overcome these barriers with
a sucient investment of capital and operating expenses,
but here we aim for a solution to meet the needs of a
global-scale transit tracking product.
An alternative to agency-driven solutions is to crowd-
source the real-time location of transit vehicles [33], but
this is infeasible to do with global-scale coverage while
still fully protecting user privacy: plenty of transit trips
will have too few users providing vehicle location data.
Other crowd-sensing options hinge on activity recogni-
tion on mobile devices: inferring from a device’s sen-
sors what type of vehicle it’s being transported on in real
time. Distinguishing buses from other road vehicles via
on-device sensors with usably high quality remains an
open research question [14].
1.1 Our approach: BusTr
With BusTr, we pursue a dierent approach: we infer bus
delays from a combination of real-time road trac fore-
casts and contextual information about the transit and
road systems learned from historical data. is focuses
our aention on transit aected by road trac: buses,
rather than trains and subways.
Note that we specically use real-time trac to es-
timate delays, or estimated travel times (ETTs) between
pairs of stops. A transit user typically seeks two gures
in real-time: the ETD, estimated time of departure from
their source stop, and the ETA, estimated time of arrival
to their destination stop, where ETA = ETD+ETT. In
the common case of journeys where bus headways, gaps
between consecutive buses on the same line, are much
shorter than typical trip times, we expect that ETTs dom-
inate the user’s information need. Estimating absolute
ETDs and ETAs is infeasible without directly tracking the
bus in real time, especially without optimistic assump-
tions about on-schedule departures from the stop of ori-
gin.
Road trac forecasts are obtained from crowd-sensed
data, a well-studied approach [37]. In our deployment,
the road trac forecasts come from Google Maps. Buses
are not cars, though. Due to stops, schedule constraints,
bus-specic road rules, and other dynamics of bus move-
ment, bus delays are substantially dierent from car de-
lays on the same roads [23]. BusTr combines real-time
road trac forecasts with contextual information about
the transit system learned from historical data and the
static features of the transit system, yielding 2.7× over-
all error reduction over the baseline of using o-the-shelf
road trac forecasts directly (Sec. 6.1).
To learn such a model, we need labeled examples of
bus trips labeled with the incurred delays, combined with
historical data about trac on relevant roads. To learn
about the peculiarities of local transit systems, road net-
works, and human movement dynamics, we need the
training data to have as high coverage as possible in
terms of space and time. In practice, such data is nec-
essarily sparser and more heterogeneous than ideal, and
can come from a mix of dierent sources, such as aer-
the-fact bus data provided by public transit agencies,
user-contributed labels, road loop detectors, etc. To allow
as many dierent data sources as possible, we optimize
the system for training on a minimal set of features and
strong generalization to areas and transit features never
seen at training. For reproducibility, we focus our exper-
iments here on training data from transit systems that do
provide real-time transit data via GTFS-Realtime, but we
heavily strip down the training data format and data den-
sity to allow the system to generalize to other seings, as
detailed in Sec. 3.
e other features used by the model, detailed in Sec. 4
are relatively spartan. While some prior work [19, 29] re-
lies on detailed metadata such as bus lane locations and
turn lanes, we expect that this data won’t be available
with high coverage, quality, and freshness at a global
scale. Instead, we rely on our model to infer local fea-
tures of the transit and road networks on various scales
from the training data.
In Sec. 6, we measure the performance of BusTr on
held-out data. We focus on comparisons against simple
baselines, and against a state-of-the-art system described
in [38]. We also demonstrate the importance of the fea-
tures of the model and the training protocol with abla-
tion tests, and show how our model generalizes to data
not seen at training time, to adjust to a changing world.
2 Related work
ere is some existing literature on predicting bus travel
times based on road trac speeds, either measured using
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inductive loop detectors or inferred from bus speeds. We
review some of this work here, then conclude by high-
lighting the dierences between this work and our own.
Salvo et al. [29] compare the performance of a multi-
layer perceptron (MLP) and a radial basis function (RBF)
network in predicting the average speed of a bus over a
segment of road. ey nd that the RBF performs beer,
but come to this conclusion by training on a very small
dataset (112 points) drawn from a single bus line; gener-
alization was tested by comparing against a second line.
ey break the bus’s route into several segments and, for
each, generate several features: trac ow and capacity,
whether or not there is a reserved bus lane, number of
intersections with and without trac lights, number of
bus stops, whether there is illegal parking or free park-
ing present, the number of inlets and outlets to the seg-
ment, the number of pedestrian crossings, and whether
or not “commercial activities” are present. Details on the
nal network structure are omied. e paper does not
describe how trac data was measured, only that it was
provided by the Public Transport Company of Palermo.
On unseen data, their RBF had a MAPE of 9% and their
MLP had a MAPE of 34%.
Mazloumi et al. [22] note that while previous ap-
proaches focus on predicting average bus travel times,
the variability in travel time is oen neglected. Accord-
ingly, they train two fully-connected neural networks—
one to predict average time and the other its variance—
each with a single hidden layer on an 1,800 point dataset
for a four segment (ve stop) route. Trac variance is
assumed to be normal about the mean, though they note
that there can be long tails in delays. Training features
include: trac speed within each segment, measured us-
ing inductive loop detectors and averaged over a vari-
able time window; schedule adherence (delay relative to
the timetable); and temporal variables (day of week, time
of day, month of year). ey nd that weather does not
inuence their predictive accuracy, possibly due to the
lower number of training examples, so they omit this
from their model. A neural network with a single hidden
layer is used. Aer training networks of various sizes
with Bayesian regularization, networks with 2–3 nodes
turn out to provide the best accuracy. ey nd that traf-
c information adds lile additional value beyond tem-
poral variables alone.
Sun et al. [31] predict arrival times at various bus stops
by calculating the delay versus a scheduled time. ey
distinguish between cases where the predicted time of
arrival is in the near versus far future. Far future delays
are found by dividing the data into seven groups by day
of week, then within each group using k-means to clus-
ter delay data according to the delay and the time of day
to produce between 2 and 5 clusters. For arrival times in
the near future, a two-stage Kalman lter is used. e
rst stage uses the bus’s reported location to develop an
estimate of its true position. e second stage uses the
position to estimate the delay of the bus on its current
segment. While the rst stage of the lter is updated on a
per-bus basis, the second stage updates each segment us-
ing information from possibly many buses whose routes
overlap. Information is drawn from GTFS static and real-
time data as well as historical bus timing data; using traf-
c ow is listed as future work. e model was deployed
in Nashville, TN, USA and reduced hour-ahead arrival
prediction errors by an average of 25% and 15-minute er-
rors by 47%.
Julio et al. [19] compare the performance of multi-
layer perceptrons, SVMs, and Bayes Nets on predicting
bus travel speeds from trac conditions (the bus’s real-
time location is used as a proxy for trac), nding that
MLPs performed best. To do so, they discretize each bus’s
trajectory into a space-time grid where each cell repre-
sents about 400 m distance and 15–30 minutes of time. It
is unclear whether these cells aggregate statistics from
multiple bus lines or only multiple buses on a single line.
From this information they extract eight potential fea-
tures: real-time and historic speeds for the incoming,
current, and outgoing cell over the previous ten minutes,
historical speeds for the current cell at the moment to be
predicted, and a binary variable indicating whether the
cell contains a bus-only lane. Forward selection narrows
the features to only the real-time speeds of the down-
stream and current cell, as well as the historic speed of
the current cell. is information was fed to an MLP with
two hidden layers of size 6 and 5 (structure obtained via
trial-and-error). Predictive accuracy declined for times
with high congestion, so k-means was used to multiplex
models across possible trac conditions. MAPE ranged
from 14–22%.
Dhivyabharathi et al. [8] use real-time bus location in-
formation as a proxy for trac with the aim of predicting
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travel times over each segment of a trip. ey note that
their data has a log-normal distribution and build two
predictors around this: a seasonal AR model with possi-
bly non-stationary eects and a linear non-stationary AR
model. e seasonal model performs beer with a MAPE
of 17–19%, as tested on a single bus route. ey com-
pare this against an MLP of unspecied structure, trained
on the travel times of recent trips through a segment,
with a MAPE of 20–24% on the same route. Notably,
the MLP has less feature diversity than in other works
and is trained with Levenberg–Marquardt back propa-
gation rather than the Bayesian regularization approach
preferred by other authors.
Jeong and Rile [18] and Zheng et al. [43] also use bus
location traces as a proxy for trac data when modelling
bus travel times.
e DeepTTE system presented in Wang et al. [38]
predicts transit times between locations. eir deep neu-
ral model rst converts raw latitude-longitude pairs from
GPS trackers to 16-dimensional vectors. A convolution is
run across each time series and the results concatenated
with embedded metadata features (such as the day of the
week and the weather). is is then passed through a
two-high stacked LSTM. Two things now happen. (1) e
LSTM time series outputs are passed through densely
connected layers to give per-segment timing predictions.
(2) e LSTM time series outputs are combined with the
metadata again in an aention layer. e result is again
concatenated and passed through a series of residual
fully-connected layers to give a prediction for the travel
time across all segments. e per-segment and overall
predictions are jointly used to train the model for which
they report a MAPE of 11.89% in Chengdu and 10.92% in
Beijing. In Sec. 6.2 we use this model as a baseline for its
state-of-the-art performance and its deep network struc-
ture, comparably modern to BusTr.
Including the broader literature of predicting bus ar-
rival times, non-neural methods are the dominant ap-
proach and perform well [27], but shallow perceptrons
of only 1–3 layers show similar or beer performance
while potentially providing superior generalization ver-
sus deeper nets [6, 22]. Despite this, more recent work
has shown good performance with deep nets [15, 35], re-
current nets [16], and aention (MAPE 14.8%) [32]. Sev-
eral authors have found it advantageous to cluster his-
torical travel information and use this as part of a mul-
tiplexed prediction approach [19, 31, 41]. is may oer
advantages over MLPs because MLPs may have diculty
accounting for disruptions or out-of-band events [27].
Reich et al. [27] note that the lack of standard bench-
marks and open source code make inter-comparison dif-
cult.
Our approach diers from previous work in sev-
eral key respects. (a) Our model is developed with gen-
eralization in mind. Our model should provide reason-
able estimates of trac-bus relations both for new routes
in cities for which we have training data, as well as for
cities in which we have no training data. e existing
literature (with the exception of [29]) focuses on improv-
ing predictions for known bus routes without regard to
generalization. (b) Our model uses a restricted feature
set. Salvo et al. [29] notes that features noting “bus only”
lanes, commercial activities, and illegal parking all add
signicant predictive power to their model; however, ac-
quiring such information globally is dicult. Instead, the
spatial elements of our model allow it to infer the exis-
tence of these features when they are present by learn-
ing both local and regional characteristics of the space a
bus route passes through. (c) Our model is trained with
a much larger amount of data. While previous authors
have performed their analysis around single bus routes,
we consider our model’s performance on a planet-scale
dataset. is allows us to avoid having to incorporate
strong priors such as log-normality [8]. (d) Our model
makes inferences from real-time trac data. Previous
work used real-time bus locations as a proxy for trac
information, thus limiting generalization, or trac loop
sensors, which are sparse and usually conned to major
roadways.
3 Datasets
To forecast a travel time, BusTr needs two points on a
bus route to delimit the trip; road trac speed info for
the relevant streets and times; and contextual data for
the trip: the identity of the bus route, the roads involved,
and time-of-week.
At training time, we need golden data: a clean, vali-
dated, integrated dataset with durations of specic bus
trip segments, aligned with road trac speeds at the rel-
evant time. Here, we focus on training on data provided
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by GTFS-Realtime feeds via “Vehicle Position” reports,
which specify the live locations of transit vehicles. Infer-
ence in this seing can actually add a delay forecast to
a fresh Vehicle Position to provide an absolute ETA esti-
mate, but this is not our primary focus. Instead, we aim
to build and evaluate a model that can estimate delays
for bus lines where there is no GTFS-realtime data, just a
sporadic ow of oine observations of bus timings from
a variety of sources, which will likely not have full cov-
erage of bus lines, roads, and/or timings, and may also
substantially vary in frequency, regularity, and precision
of bus location observations.
To work in such a seing, we rst represent our in-
put data as training examples that are just pairs of timed
trip endpoints, without ner-grained information on the
timing at points in-between. Similarly to text mining,
we shingle an input trajectory, here a sequence of GTFS-
RT vehicle positions, into possibly-overlapping examples
with several heuristic constraints:
• We avoid shingle endpoints at or near stops. Al-
though user queries will typically pertain to bus de-
lays between pairs of stops, there is extra uncer-
tainty inherent in a vehicle position reported at a
stop: we cannot tell whether the bus just arrived
at the stop or is just departing. ese two states
represent a noticeable dierence in a bus’s progress
through a trip. Since vehicle positions may be re-
ported imprecisely, we also exclude reports that are
near to a stop. Instead, we use vehicle positions re-
ported at other points along the bus trip polyline,
which various data sources including GTFS will of-
ten have.
• For each input bus trajectory, we sample a minimum
shingle length uniformly from [1, 5] km, and pick
shingles of at least this length. is approximates
a common range of user trip lengths, avoids shin-
gles that are short enough that their observed dura-
tion is likely subsumed by noise in the endpoint lo-
cation, and, by sampling from a wide range, forces
the model to not overt on typical shingle length.
• e start times of shingles extracted from the same
input trajectory are spaced at least 30 seconds apart,
to limit data redundancy from very densely reported
trajectories
• We remove outlier shingles during which a gap
between consecutive trajectory reports exceeded
corpus-specic values (5min or 3 km). Shingles
with unlikely reported average speeds (outside
[0.7, 140] km/h) are also excluded.
Our shingling intentionally does not aempt to resam-
ple or interpolate between the points in raw location re-
ports because we expect relevant bus motion to be non-
uniform, especially when a pair of location reports spans
a stop, a long red light, or a localized trac snarl.
Shingling can confound simple protocols for holding
out data, since adjacent shingles from one trajectory are
not independent. In our experiments, we separate train-
ing, validation, and test sets by calendar weeks, using a
separate 7-day span of data for each. is also gives us a
way to measure generalization of the model as the world
evolves over time, addressed further in Sec. 6.4.
Road trac forecasts are obtained from Google Maps,
on a per road segment basis. A single road segment is,
roughly, a stretch of road between two adjacent turns.
Since we train oine, we train using the trac speed es-
timates that were available at the time the bus traversed a
segment, estimated by the underlying road trac system
from the best available combination of aggregate real-
time data and historical inferences. At inference time,
the model can rely on the underlying system to provide
forward forecasts of trac per road segment, with the
expectation that training on ”cleaner” data without fore-
casting errors will not bias the model.
4 Model
e job of the model is to predict how long a bus will
take to travel along a given interval of its route, based on
trac conditions and the current time.
e model separately predicts the time taken to tra-
verse each road segment and service each stop, both de-
noted tq where q is a road segment or stop. ese predic-
tions are summed to produce a prediction Tˆ of the total
trip duration T as the nal output:
Tˆ =
∑
q∈Q
tˆq
where Q is the set of road segments and stops in the trip
interval, and tˆq is the model’s prediction of tq .
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Figure 1: Model Overview. (a) An example trajectory includ-
ing several stops and segments. Note that segments are shorter
than the distance between two stops. (b) A depiction of the
model’s overall structure. Information about the trajectory, as
well as each stop and segment on the trajectory, is used to pro-
duce independent estimates of the travel time across each stop
and segment. Finally, these estimates are summed to estimate
the travel time of the route as a whole.
4.1 Structure of an example
e structure of the model reects the structure of the
examples given to the model, so we start by describing
those. An example consists of:
• A trip interval. Each example is built around an in-
terval of a bus trip. At inference time, this inter-
val is typically between an arbitrary pair of stops.
At training time, the interval is an arbitrary shingle
with endpoints not aligned to stops, as described in
Sec. 3.
• A sequence of quanta constituting that interval. e
trip interval is divided into a sequence of road seg-
ments and stops, hereaer “quanta”. For example,
the trip interval shown in Figure 1(a) becomes the
following sequence: the blue starting stop; three
Learning rate η 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3
Decay rate δ 0.97 every 1000 steps
Hidden layer size k 16, 32
S2 cell levels L [15, 12.5, 4.5]
Ablation rates pL [0.2, 0.1, 0.1]
L1 regularizer base b 1.25
L1 regularizer α 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0
Feature selection threshold ε 0.1
Embedding dimensions:
Hour of day dh 0, 2, 4
Day of week dw 0, 2
Spatial ds 0, 4, 8
Route dr 0, 2, 4
Table 1: Model hyperparameters. Vizier was used to select the
red ones over the black ones where given; others were set man-
ually.
road segments (red, yellow, and green, each a sepa-
rate quantum); the next stop (white); and part of the
next road segment (gray).
• Trac speeds and other per-quantum features. Each
quantum has an associated feature vector, described
in Sec. 4.3.2.
• Full-trip context features. e trip as a whole has an
associated feature vector, described in Sec. 4.2.
At training time, we require a prediction target: the
time duration T the bus took to traverse the trip interval.
4.2 Full-trip context features
Each example carries two context features describing the
sequence as a whole:
• A dr-dimensional embedding of the bus route iden-
tier. Contrary to GTFS practice, we use “route” to
refer to the exact ordered sequence of stops and the
public route identity. So, “bus 5 northbound”, “bus
5 southbound”, and “2am run of bus 5 skipping stop
X” are treated as three distinct routes.
• e time when the bus is at the start of the trip in-
terval. In training data, this is the observed time;
6
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at inference time, this is typically the current wall
time.
Similarly to DeepTTE [38], we represent time by dis-
cretizing and embedding it, expecting to encourage our
network to learn a more nuanced representation of time
than it would likely do so by operating on numerical val-
ues alone. Time of week is discretized to two values: a
day of the week and a half-hour slice of the day. ese
are embedded separately in Rdw and Rdh , respectively.
While we initialize other embeddings randomly, we’ve
observed that the model eventually arranges times of day
roughly in a contiguous cycle in the target space. We
shortcut this by initializing the rst two dimensions of
the embedding to put the time on a circle, so that the
model immediately starts out with a notion of “similar”
times of day. In trials with dh > 2, the other dimensions
are initialized with Gaussian noise.
Note that we consciously use time as a context fea-
ture rather than a per-quantum feature. In our congura-
tion, both training shingles and user trips are typically so
short that they rarely span meaningfully dierent times
of day (e.g. “rush hour” vs “late evening”). In ad hoc ex-
periments, we did not see a measurable quality li from
estimating a separate per-quantum “time as of traversal”
feature.
We train on data on the scale of weeks, and thus do
not aempt to directly capture seasonality eects beyond
what is captured by the real-time trac data implicitly.
4.3 Per-quantum features
Each quantum has associated features. Both stops and
road segments get an embedding of the quantum’s loca-
tion, described in 4.3.1 below. Stops get no other features.
Road segments get two more features, described in 4.3.2
below.
4.3.1 Representing locations
Each trajectory is a sequence of narrowly dened loca-
tions: a stop or a road segment (typically shorter than
100 m). Yet, we aim to capture spatial variation in bus
behavior on many scales of locality, hoping to balance
the model’s needs to respond to both narrowly local phe-
nomena such as bus pullouts or bus lanes and regional
phenomena like national trac laws, with the need to
generalize well to specic locations not seen verbatim in
the training data.
For each quantum, we take a representative point — a
road segment’s endpoint or a stop’s GTFS-reported point
location — and discretize it using cell identiers from the
S2 Geometry Library (s2geometry.io), which provides a
discrete global grid hierarchy (see [3, 28] for a review
of alternatives). We start with a “level 15” S2 cell, a
roughly square quadrilateral of area about 0.08 km2. We
also go “up” the hierarchy to coarser cells containing
that one. We somewhat arbitrarily use “level 12.5” and
“level 4.5” cells (i.e. adjacent pairs of level 13 and 5 S2
cells). ese quadrilaterals are roughly 2 : 1 rectan-
gles of area 2.5 km2 and 1.3 × 106 km2. ese three
levels correspond, roughly, to a small neighborhood, a
town, and a metropolitan area. Each cell identier is sep-
arately embedded into Rds , and these embeddings, for
each quantum separately, are combined together with an
unweighted sum. is redundant representation is reg-
ularized (see Secs. 5) to encourage the model to learn
heavier weights for the coarser cells where possible, with
the more numerous coarse cells only geing embedded
with a substantial norm when there’s a need to represent
something more local.
Spatial representation is shared across stop and road
features, in hopes that some salient unobserved features
such as crowdedness paerns may contribute to both
computations.
4.3.2 Additional features for road segments
For road segments, we use the segment’s length as a fea-
ture. In cases where the stop or trip interval endpoint
lands in the middle of a segment, we use only the length
actually traversed.
We also obtain a road trac speed estimate from
Google Maps, as described in Sec. 3. To get the forecast,
we must rst decide on a target time for that forecast.
Ideally, this would be the time at which the bus will reach
that road segment, but at inference time, we only know
the start time of the trip. To solve this, we estimate when
the bus will reach the segment by starting with the trip’s
start time and crudely extrapolating based on car travel
time along previous legs. For consistency, this method is
used to retrieve historical trac speeds at training time,
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as well.
An alternative to car travel time would be to iteratively
use the model’s own predictions, but this would limit par-
allelizability at inference time, and introduce additional
model complexity. In early ad hoc experiments, we did
not observe substantial quality gains from more sophis-
ticated approaches to propagating absolute timestamps
through the sequence of quanta.
4.4 Model structure
e model consists of one unit for each quantum q that
makes up the trip interval. Each unit produces a predic-
tion tˆq of how long the bus will spend traversing that seg-
ment or waiting at that stop. e model outputs the sum
Tˆ =
∑
q∈Q tˆq of these per-unit predictions as an esti-
mate of the overall trip duration, as shown in Figure 1(b).
Each unit in the model has a single fully-connected
hidden layer of width k, with ReLU activation, with a
single set of hidden layer weights shared across all the
units of both types.
4.4.1 Stop units
To predict time spent at a stop, the unit simply connects
the hidden layer to all context and per-quantum features,
and to a single output node responsible for the prediction.
4.4.2 Road segment units
For road segments, two of the features are handled spe-
cially: the road trac speed forecast s and the distance d
travelled on the segment. e hidden layer is connected
directly to all of the other context and per-quantum fea-
tures, and to two intermediate outputs α and β which are
used as coecients in a sum:
Segment duration = αd
s
+ βd
(Here, d/s is an estimate of the time a car would take to
traverse the segment.) is formula eectively lets the
unit learn a simple linear mixture of “car-dependent” and
“car-independent” impacts on the time taken to traverse
the segment.
4.4.3 Post-processing
e duration produced by each unit is further clipped, by
replacing negative durations with 0. e model’s output
for the example is the sum of the clipped per-unit values.
4.4.4 Summary
For a stop q, the time estimate is computed as
tˆq = ReLU
(
W2ReLU
(
W1
(
`q
c
)))
where W2 are the weights connecting the output to the
hidden layer, W1 is the matrix of weights connecting the
hidden layer to the location embedding, `q is the loca-
tion embedding, c is the concatenated full-trip context
features, and ReLU(x) = max{0, x}.
For a road segment q, the time estimate is computed as
tˆq =ReLU(αqdq/sq + βqdq)(
αq
βq
)
=W2ReLU
(
W1
(
`q
c
))
5 Training
5.1 Spatial input ablation
To push the model to generalize beer without losing
training data coverage, we simulate novelty in training
data by spatial input ablation, i.e. by removing ne-
grained spatial and route features. For each training ex-
ample, we pick an ablation level L: “remove route id and
spatial cell features at level L and ner for all quanta”
with probability pL for each L, otherwise “keep all fea-
tures”. is allows the model to experience seeing exam-
ples that are “far from what I know about”, for various
degrees of “far”. is is applied to the whole trajectory
to avoid leaking spatial information across quanta. On
the other hand, for another example on the same route
or in the same area, the spatial input ablation policy is
sampled independently, so the model can still nd a good
embedding for the local features. We intend for this to
push the larger spatial embedding weights “up” the spa-
tial hierarchy unless there’s something special about the
ne-grained location.
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5.2 Feature selection
In an additional eort to move the spatial embedding
weights “up” to coarser cells, we train the model twice.
In the rst pass, we apply an L1 regularizer to the aver-
age embedding in each layer, weighted with αbL, where
α and b are hyperparameters we tune for and L is the S2
cell level (per Table 1). e exponentially higher penalty
aims to get near-zero embeddings for most ne cells that
don’t need them. At the end of the rst pass, we select
only the spatial features that got embeddings with norm
above ε = 0.1, and then re-train the model from scratch,
with no L1 regularization, while discarding any spatial
features that were not selected in the rst round.
is has the additional benet of signicant model size
reduction. In 20 trials, the size of the embedded vocabu-
lary, dominated by level-15 spatial cells, is shrunk by an
average of 2.2× (σ = 0.060).
5.3 Training protocol
We train our model using the Adam optimizer [20] with
MSE loss, using 100,000 training steps and 200 training
examples per step. We evaluate the model on 100,000 ex-
amples sampled from the validation set every 500 train-
ing steps, and select the checkpoint with the lowest
MAPE on the validation set. We use Adam since most
of our model’s parameters are for embeddings of very
sparse features, which Adam is designed for.
5.4 Hyperparameter tuning
We tuned the model’s hyper-parameters with the results
shown in Table 1 using Vizier [11, 30] with 64 trials, at
100,000 training steps each.
We further validated the 100K-step duration at Vizier’s
reported optimal parameters with 20 trials at 25K, 50K,
100K, 200K, and 400K steps. 100K-step training per-
formed modestly, but statistically signicantly, beer on
MAPE over a held-out test set (Table 2).
6 Experiments
We adopt per-shingle MAPE (mean absolute percentage
error) as the target metric. A review of the ETA predic-
tion literature [27] notes that inconsistencies in reporting
Steps Test MAPE (stdev) p-value
25K 13.886 (0.084) p 10−10
50K 13.480 (0.065) p 10−10
100K 13.240 (0.045) −
200K 13.337 (0.063) p < 8× 10−6
400K 13.377 (0.087) p < 9× 10−7
Table 2: Test MAPE by training step count and p-value for
100K being optimal, with one tailed t-test with 4× Bonferroni
correction
standards prevent the inter-comparison of approaches.
MAPE, they report, is the most common metric used by
the studies reviewed (13 of 40 studies), and is thus our
choice here, too.
Except where otherwise stated, all the experiments
train a model 20 times and evaluate its performance on
100,000 examples sampled from the test data set. e test
data comes from a week of calendar data that is not used
during training or validation.
We show the mean and standard deviation of per-
run test MAPEs. Statistical signicance of improvements
are evaluated with one-tailed t-tests, with the p-values
shown.
6.1 Simple baselines
e zero-th order approximation to our problem is to just
use car trac to estimate bus delays. Anecdotally, users
of many bus services without real-time data use car map-
ping services just like this. is approach, tested on 20
trials of 100k examples each from our test dataset pro-
duces mean MAPE 35.616 (stdev 0.060).
Another natural baseline is a linear regression of
the trajectory-scale features, without context, using just
three per-trajectory numerical features: number of stops,
distance traversed, and car trac time estimates. With
20 trials of linear regression tested on disjoint data slices
from our training week, evaluated on 100k disjoint slices
of the test week, the per-trial mean MAPE is 22.944 (stdev
0.089).
e model’s inference latency was fast enough in ab-
solute terms that we did not rigorously compare com-
putational performance gaps against the compute per-
formance of simpler models. In one deployment, 90th
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percentile computation latency for a TensorFlow imple-
mentation of BusTr over a natural query distribution re-
quired per-query compute time below 38.1 msec, over
700× faster than the typical 30-second reporting inter-
val of GTFS-Realtime feeds.
6.2 Comparison against DeepTTE
As a state of the art baseline, we implemented
DeepTTE [38] to run in our seing using our full set
of features. We made two adjustments. First, we omit-
ted the model components operating on intra-trajectory
points, since we expect those to not be available in our
seing. Second, for a fair comparison, we tuned hyperpa-
rameters for both DeepTTE and BusTr with Vizier using
10K steps of training for each, since training DeepTTE, a
substantially more complex model, for 100K steps proved
prohibitively slow.
For our model, the Vizier-optimized parameters at 10K
steps only diered from Table 1 by changing the learning
rate seings to η = 0.03 and δ = 0.9. For DeepTTE’s
contextual features, we used time of day, route ID, and
spatial features at the same three S2 levels as BusTr.
Vizier chose embedding dimensions of 2 for time, 2 for
route ID, and 4 for each spatial level separately. Vizier
gave k = 5 lter kernel size; c = 32 for the geo-conv
layer size; 128 as the LSTM size; and set the learning rate
at 0.01.
We then evaluated both models on 20 independent
training runs using the nal model at step 10K on one
week of data, and tested the performance on a held-out
week of data. In addition to signicantly slower train-
ing, we observed that DeepTTE, under the same con-
ditions produces both signicantly lower MAPE on av-
erage, and substantially worse convergence: in 37% of
trials, DeepTTE MAPEs never converged, staying sig-
nicantly above 40% (Fig. 2). e mean MAPE perfor-
mance of DeepTTE was statistically signicantly worse
than BusTr (Table 3), even if we manually discarded the
runs that did not converge as outliers.
6.3 Feature ablation
We now consider ablating several of the model’s features
one at a time to evaluate their contribution to the model’s
performance, as summarized in Table 4.
Figure 2: MAPEs for BusTr vs DeepTTE from 20 training trials.
Test MAPE (stdev) p-value
BusTr 15.164 (0.143) −
DeepTTE 31.466 (14.368) p < 8× 10−6
DeepTTE (excluding
MAPEs above 40%) 21.242 (4.200) p < 3× 10
−7
Table 3: BusTr vs DeepTTE, tuned for 10K-step training. We
substantially outperform DeepTTE, even if we discard the runs
where DeepTTE MAPEs don’t converge. One-tailed t-test p-
values are for losses compared to BusTr.
We rst evaluate the importance of real-time data for
the forecasts. With trac data absent, the model re-
mains free to make predictions informed by the current
time and the location of the trip, but is capturing noth-
ing about what makes today’s behavior any dierent
from historical data. is degrades the model’s MAPE
by +16%.
We next consider ne-grained spatial features. We dis-
able the route ID embedding — is the ne spatial location
of the trajectory sucient without knowing which of
the several bus routes running through the area is being
queried? e MAPE here degrades by +3%. We conjec-
ture the modest loss is likely due to the few places where
Variant Test MAPE (stdev) p-value
Full model 13.240 (0.045) −
Road trac ablated 15.443 (0.139) p 10−10
Route IDs ablated 13.602 (0.064) p 10−10
Route IDs and level-15
cells ablated 14.923 (0.074) p 10
−10
Route IDs and all spatial
cells ablated 22.190 (0.116) p 10
−10
Time of week ablated 13.865 (0.062) p 10−10
Numerical signals as
generic hidden inputs 13.459 (0.107) p < 4× 10
−10
Table 4: Feature ablations, with one-tailed t-test p-values for
losses compared to the full model, over n = 20 runs
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dierent bus routes are timed substantially dierently,
such as with asymmetric bus lanes, or express and local
buses operating dierently on the same road segments.
Ablating spatial information further, to remove both the
route ID and the nest (level 15) spatial cell, degrades the
performance further, by+13%, reecting the importance
of local structure to the model. Once we ablate route
IDs and spatial information entirely, thus removing ge-
ographical context even at the metro and country level,
the errors skyrocket by +69%. Even with all the spa-
tial features dropped, we still perform statistically signif-
icantly (p 10−10) above the linear baseline in Sec. 6.1,
but by a much thinner margin, just 4%.
Adding back all the spatial information and ablating
time signals (hour of day and day of week), we incur a
+5% MAPE loss versus the full model. Note that hour of
week also gures into both the observed real-time traf-
c, and into historical inferences made by the underlying
road trac forecaster, so this likely underestimates the
true impact of temporal context.
Lastly, we consider the possibility of undoing the nal
linear layer in the model’s architecture, instead allowing
the model to learn a more arbitrary function of the ob-
served speed and distance features, which also produces
a small but statistically signicant MAPE loss (+2%).
6.4 Generalization
Several of the features of our model and training proto-
col are especially designed to promote generalization. It
turns out that removing these features actually produces
modest quality improvements compared to the full model
when tested in our default set up.
To measure the trade-o behind generalization fea-
tures, we use a natural experiment: testing on data de-
scribing routes and locations that appeared in our GTFS
data over a 2-month period and weren’t available at train-
ing time. In particular, we compare results from testing
on three distinct test datasets:
1. “1 week away - full”: A full test week of held-out
data from trips during a time window 1 week away
from the training data, as in Sec. 6.3 above.
2. A held-out test week 9 weeks away from training
data, restricted to:
(a) “New routes over 9 weeks” - Trip shingles on
route IDs that were never seen at training time.
(b) “New areas over 9 weeks” - Trip shingles that
at least once pass through a level-12.5 S2 cell
that was never seen at training time.
e “new route ID” case can capture new bus routes
created in the world, changes to which stops a route
visits, and new GTFS feed providers. e “new L=12.5
cell” case is likelier to capture whole neighborhoods that
weren’t previously served by buses, or weren’t described
with a GTFS feed available to us.
In these seings, we test ablating these generalization-
oriented features:
• Removing feature selection, to instead train with a
single 100K-step round with no spatial regulariza-
tion.
• Disabling spatial input ablation (SIA) at training
time
• Disabling coarse S2 cells, leaving only level-15 fea-
tures
• Disabling both spatial input ablation and S2 cells
coarser than level 15 in the spatial hierarchy
e last “double” feature ablation accounts for the fact
that just removing coarse cells makes spatial input ab-
lation a much weaker proposition, since in the ablated
examples, this would leave the model with no spatial
context at all. Interestingly, the generalization losses are
milder here than either feature in isolation, which we nd
unexpected.
Table 5 summarizes the generalization experiments.
We believe that foregoing the minor quality wins seen
in the “1 week away” full test is worthwhile given the
substantial generalization gains on novel data in both the
“new route” and “new area” test sets.
By focusing on real changes to the ecosystem over
2 months, we provide a measurement of practically-
relevant generalization. An alternative experiment
would be to instead use a synthetic model for holding
out test data to simulate novelty. For instance, we can
try applying spatial input ablation to the test data as well.
Unsurprisingly, this gives an advantage to a model that’s
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Model 1 week away - full New routes over 9 weeks New areas over 9 weeks
Full model 13.240 (0.045) − 15.495 (0.103) − 19.581 (0.352) −
No feature selection 13.167 (0.058) ∗ 16.074 (0.197) p 10−10 22.667 (0.549) p 10−10
No SIA 13.140 (0.048) ∗ 15.997 (0.224) p < 10−10 21.810 (0.846) p 10−10
No coarse cells 13.258 (0.078) p > 0.2 16.685 (0.317) p 10−10 23.604 (0.551) p 10−10
No SIA, no coarse cells 13.052 (0.061) ∗ 15.632 (0.227) p < 0.011 21.511 (1.220) p < 4× 10−8
Table 5: Eect of generalization features on test data soon aer training, and on novel data over 9-week span. Test MAPE with
standard deviation in parentheses. One-tailed t-test p-values given where the full model’s mean improves over the ablation (n=20
trials); ∗ - trials where the system under test outperformed the full model.
also trained with spatial input ablation: 4% improvement
in MAPE, statistically signicant at p  10−10. How-
ever, this may well just speak to the synthetic assump-
tions made during training being beer aligned to the
synthetic assumptions during test, so we do not consider
this as a separate strong argument to support our model’s
generalization.
7 Conclusion
We have described a new model, BusTr, for predicting
how long it will take public transit buses to travel be-
tween points on their routes based on contextual features
such as location and time as well as estimates of cur-
rent trac conditions. Our model demonstrates excellent
generalization to test data that diers both spatially and
temporally from the training examples we use, allow-
ing our model to cope gracefully with the ever-changing
world.
Our model outperforms not only simple predictors, but
also DeepTTE, the previous state of the art. is is re-
markable given the relative simplicity of our design. Our
work shows that judicious feature selection and design
choices, coupled with sucient training data, can give
superior results, in terms of both prediction accuracy and
training cost, versus more complex designs.
Uncertainty regarding transit times for public transit
buses is a barrier to increasing transit ridership; our work
is another step in the direction of reducing this uncer-
tainty.
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